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March 2009

The Pale of Settlement by Margot Singer
In settings from Jerusalem to Manhattan, from the archaeological ruins of the
Galilee to Kathmandu, The Pale of Settlement gives us characters who struggle
to piece together the history and myths of their family’s past.
This collection of linked short stories takes its title from the name of the western
border region of the Russian empire within which Jews were required to live
during the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Susan, the stories’ main
character, is a woman trapped in her own border region between youth and
adulthood, familial roots in the Middle East and a typical American existence, the
pull of Jewish tradition and the independence of a secular life.

May 2009

People of the Book by Geraldine Brooks
Inspired by a true story, People of the Book is a novel of sweeping historical
grandeur and intimate emotional intensity by an acclaimed and beloved author.
Called "a tour de force"by the San Francisco Chronicle, this ambitious,
electrifying work traces the harrowing journey of the famed Sarajevo Haggadah,
a beautifully illuminated Hebrew manuscript created in fifteenth-century Spain.
When it falls to Hanna Heath, an Australian rare-book expert, to conserve this
priceless work, the series of tiny artifacts she discovers in its ancient binding-an
insect wing fragment, wine stains, salt crystals, a white hair-only begin to unlock
its deep mysteries and unexpectedly plunges Hanna into the intrigues of fine art
forgers and ultra-nationalist fanatics.

June 2009

Up from Orchard Street by Elmer Widner
The tradition of Like Water for Chocolate and A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, this
exhilarating novel centered around a memorable immigrant family brings to
vibrant life the soul and spirit of New York’s legendary Lower East Side.
Up from Orchard Street...where three generations of Roths live together in a
crowded tenement flat at number 12. Long-widowed Manya is the family’s head
and its heart: mother of dapper Jack, mother-in-law of frail and beautiful Lil, and
adored bubby of Elka and Willy. She’s renowned throughout the teeming
neighborhood for her mouthwatering cooking, and every noontime the front room
of the flat turns into Manya’s private restaurant, where the local merchants come
to savor her hearty stews and soups, succulent potato latkes and tzimmes,
preserved fruits and glorious pastries.

Dec 2009

Have a Little Faith by Mitch Albom
In Have a Little Faith, Mitch Albom offers a beautifully written story of a
remarkable eight-year journey between two worlds--two men, two faiths, two
communities--that will inspire readers everywhere.
Albom's first nonfiction book since Tuesdays with Morrie, Have a Little
Faith begins with an unusual request: an eighty-two-year-old rabbi from Albom's
old hometown asks him to deliver his eulogy.

Jan 2010

Sarah’s Key by Tatiana de Rosnay
Paris, July 1942: Sarah, a ten year-old girl, is brutally arrested with her family by
the French police in the Vel' d'Hiv' roundup, but not before she locks her younger
brother in a cupboard in the family's apartment, thinking that she will be back
within a few hours.
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Paris, May 2002: On Vel' d'Hiv's 60th anniversary, journalist Julia Jarmond is
asked to write an article about this black day in France's past. Through her
contemporary investigation, she stumbles onto a trail of long-hidden family
secrets that connect her to Sarah. Julia finds herself compelled to retrace the
girl's ordeal, from that terrible term in the Vel d'Hiv', to the camps, and beyond.
As she probes into Sarah's past, she begins to question her own place in France,
and to reevaluate her marriage and her life.
March 2010

The Saturday Wife by Naomi Ragen
With more than half a million copies of her novels sold, Naomi Ragen has
connected with the hearts of readers as well as reviewers who have met her
work with unanimous praise. In The Saturday Wife, Ragen utilizes her fluid
writing style--rich with charm and detail--to break new ground as she harnesses
satire to expose a world filled with contradiction.
Beautiful, blonde, materialistc Delilah Levy steps into a life she could have never
imagined when in a moment of panic she decides to marry a sincere Rabbinical
student. But the reality of becoming a paragon of virtue for a demanding and
hypocritical congregation leads sexy Delilah into a vortex of shocking choices
which spiral out of comtrol into a catastrophe which is as sadly believeable as it
is wildly amusing.
Told with immense warmth, fascinating insight, and wicked humor, The Saturday
Wife depicts the pitched and often losing battle of all of us as we struggle to hold
on to our faith and our values amid the often delicious temptations of the modern
world.

May 2010

The Spectacle Salesman's Family by Viola Roggenkamp
Paul Schiefer is a travelling spectacles salesman. Every Monday morning he
leaves Hamburg on a week-long sales trip. His wife, his mother-in-law and his
two teenage daughters Fania and Vera see him off with abundant hugs and
kisses, and they welcome him back with equal exuberance on Friday evening just in time for Sabbath eve. While her husband is away, Alma Schiefer defends
the wellbeing of her family with an explosive mixture of ferocious love and
extreme determination. Thirteen-year-old Fania is torn between the comfort of
home and the fearful thrills of the unknown outside world, a sixties world that
contains student protest, beehive hairdos, Israel and the Six Day War, politics,
religion, revolution and ...the promise of love. Sensual, funny and acerbic, The
Spectacle Salesman's Family is a brilliant, vivid portrait of Jewish life in postHolocaust Germany that continues the Jewish tradition of memorializing,
recounting the details in order to hold onto the past and its lessons.

Sept 2010

Among the Righteous: Lost Stories from the Holocaust's Long Reach into
Arab Lands by Robert Satloff
Thousands of people have been honored for saving Jews during the Holocaust—
but not a single Arab. Looking for a hopeful response to the plague of Holocaust
denial sweeping across the Arab and Muslim worlds, Robert Satloff sets off on a
quest to find the Arab hero whose story will change the way Arabs view Jews,
themselves, and their own history. The story of the Holocaust's long reach into
the Arab world is difficult to uncover, covered up by desert sands and desert
politics. We follow Satloff over four years, through eleven countries, from the
barren wasteland of the Sahara, where thousands of Jews were imprisoned in
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labor camps; through the archways of the Mosque in Paris, which may once have
hidden 1700 Jews; to the living rooms of octogenarians in London, Paris and
Tunis. The story is very cinematic; the characters are rich and handsome, brave
and cowardly; there are heroes and villains. The most surprising story of all is
why, more than sixty years after the end of the war, so few people— Arab and
Jew—want this story told.
Dec 2010

The Pages in Between by Erin Einhorn
In a unique, intensely moving memoir, Erin Einhorn finds the family in Poland
who saved her mother from the holocaust. But instead of a joyful reunion, Erin
unearths a dispute that forces her to navigate the increasingly bitter crossroads
between memory and truth.

Jan 2011

The Finkler Question by Howard Jacobson
Julian Treslove, a professionally unspectacular and disappointed BBC worker,
and Sam Finkler, a popular Jewish philosopher, writer and television personality,
are old school friends. Despite a prickly relationship and very different lives,
they've never quite lost touch with each other - or with their former teacher, Libor
Sevcik, a Czechoslovakian always more concerned with the wider world than
with exam results. Now, both Libor and Finkler are recently widowed, and with
Treslove, his chequered and unsuccessful record with women rendering him an
honorary third widower, they dine at Libor's grand, central London apartment. It's
a sweetly painful evening of reminiscence in which all three remove themselves
to a time before they had loved and lost; a time before they had fathered
children, before the devastation of separations, before they had prized anything
greatly enough to fear the loss of it. Better, perhaps, to go through life without
knowing happiness at all because that way you had less to mourn? Treslove
finds he has tears enough for the unbearable sadness of both his friends' losses.
And it's that very evening, at exactly 11:30pm, as Treslove hesitates a moment
outside the window of the oldest violin dealer in the country as he walks home,
that he is attacked. After this, his whole sense of who and what he is will slowly
and ineluctably change.

April 2011

Sweet Dates in Basra by Jessica Jiji
Jessica Jiji’s Sweet Dates in Basra is a compelling, poignant, and unforgettable
tale of friendship and family, set in Iraq during the second world war. A dramatic
departure from Jiji’s previous novel, Diamonds Take Forever, Sweet Dates in
Basra brilliantly captures the atmosphere of a volatile Middle East during the
previous century and pays tribute to the lost traditions of a once-idyllic world.

May 2011

Postville: A Clash of Cultures in Heartland America by Stephen G. Bloom
In 1987, a group of Lubavitchers, one of the most orthodox and zealous of the
Jewish sects, opened a kosher slaughterhouse just outside tiny Postville, Iowa
(pop. 1,465). When the business became a worldwide success, Postville found
itself both revived and divided. The town's initial welcome of the Jews turned into
confusion, dismay, and even disgust. By 1997, the town had engineered a vote
on what everyone agreed was actually a referendum: whether or not these Jews
should stay.
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July 2011

Rashi's Daughter’s, Book I Joheved: A Novel of Love and the Talmud in
Medieval France by Maggie Anton
Rashi, one of the greatest Jewish scholars who ever lived, had no sons, only
three daughters. Much has been written about Rashi and his grandsons, the
Tosafot, but almost nothing of his daughters. Legend has it that they were
learned in a time when women were forbidden to study the sacred texts. Rashi's
Daughters tells the story of these forgotten women.

Aug 2011

Snow in August by Pete Hamill
Set in a working-class Brooklyn neighborhood in 1947, this poignant tale revolves
around two of the most endearing characters in recent fiction: an 11-year-old
Irish Catholic boy named Michael Devlin and Rabbi Judah Hirsch, a refugee from
Prague.

Nov 2011

To the End of the Land by David Grossman
From one of Israel’s most acclaimed writers comes a novel of extraordinary
power about family life—the greatest human drama—and the cost of war.
Ora, a middle-aged Israeli mother, is on the verge of celebrating her son Ofer’s
release from army service when he returns to the front for a major offensive. In a
fit of preemptive grief and magical thinking, she sets out for a hike in the Galilee,
leaving no forwarding information for the “notifiers” who might darken her door
with the worst possible news. Recently estranged from her husband, Ilan, she
drags along an unlikely companion: their former best friend and her former lover
Avram, once a brilliant artistic spirit. Avram served in the army alongside Ilan
when they were young, but their lives were forever changed one weekend when
the two jokingly had Ora draw lots to see which of them would get the few days’
leave being offered by their commander—a chance act that sent Avram into
Egpyt and the Yom Kippur War, where he was brutally tortured as POW. In the
aftermath, a virtual hermit, he refused to keep in touch with the family and has
never met the boy. Now, as Ora and Avram sleep out in the hills, ford rivers, and
cross valleys, avoiding all news from the front, she gives him the gift of Ofer,
word by word; she supplies the whole story of her motherhood, a retelling that
keeps Ofer very much alive for Ora and for the reader, and opens Avram to
human bonds undreamed of in his broken world. Their walk has a “war and
peace” rhythm, as their conversation places the most hideous trials of war next to
the joys and anguish of raising children. Never have we seen so clearly the
reality and surreality of daily life in Israel, the currents of ambivalence about war
within one household, and the burdens that fall on each generation anew.

??

The Frozen Rabbi by Steve Stern
And what happens when Bernie Karp, the impressionable fifteen-year-old son of
the couple in whose home the rabbi lies frozen, inadvertently thaws out the
ancient man? Such are the questions raised in this wickedly funny and ingenious
novel by author Steve Stern, who, according to the Washington Post Book World,
belongs in the company of such writers as Stanley Elkin, Cynthia Ozick, Michael
Chabon, Mark Helprin, and Philip Roth, all of them "innovative and restless
practitioners of contemporary American-Jewish fantasy."
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??

Goodbye Columbus by Philip Roth
Winner of the National Book Award
Roth's award-winning first book--about Neil Klugman, Brenda Patimkin, and their
relationship which tests the boundaries of suspicion, social class, and love-instantly established its author's reputation as a writer of explosive wit, merciless
insight, and a fierce compassion for even the most self-deluding of characters.

Jan 2012

97 Orchard: An Edible History of Five Immigrant Families in One New York
Tenement by Jane Ziegelman
97 Orchard is a richly detailed investigation of the lives and culinary habits—
shopping, cooking, and eating—of five families of various ethnicities living at the
turn of the twentieth century in one tenement on the Lower East Side of
Manhattan. With 40 recipes included, 97 Orchard is perfect for fans of Rachel
Ray’sHometown Eats; anyone interested in the history of how immigrant food
became American food; and “foodies” of every stripe.

March 2012

All Other Nights by Dara Horn
"How is tonight different from all other nights? For Jacob Rappaport, a Jewish
soldier in the Union army during the Civil War, it is a question his commanders
have already answered for him - on Passover, 1862, he is ordered to murder his
own uncle in New Orleans, who is plotting to assassinate President Lincoln. After
this harrowing mission, Jacob is recruited to pursue another enemy agent, the
daughter of a Virginia family friend. But this time, his assignment isn't to murder
the spy, but to marry her." Based on real personalities such as Judah Benjamin,
the Confederacy's Jewish secretary of state and spymaster, and on historical
facts and events ranging from an African American spy network to the dramatic
self-destruction of the city of Richmond, All Other Nights is a story of men and
women driven to the limits of loyalty and betrayal. It is also a parable of the rift in
America that lingers a century and a half later: between those who value family
and tradition first, and those dedicated, at any cost, to social and racial justice for
all.

April 2012

A Pigeon and a Boy by Meir Shalev
A tale of lovers, the 1948 War and a pigeon carrying message from mortally
wounded soldier and contemporary tale of Yair Mendelsohn, who has his own
legacy from 1948 war.

May 2012

The Arrogant Years by Lucette Lagnado
Story of mother coming of age in Cairo,
her own early years in America in Brooklyn, struggle with cancer. Looks to
women behind screen at her childhood synagogue, coeds at Varssar &
Columbia, to her mother & to women in Cairo and reflects on their stories as she
struggles to make sense of her own choices.

July 2012

The History of Love by Nicole Krauss
Fourteen-year-old Alma Singer is trying to find a cure for her mother's loneliness.
Believing she might discover it in an old book her mother is lovingly translating,
she sets out in search of its author. Across New York an old man called Leo
Gursky is trying to survive a little bit longer. He spends his days dreaming of the
lost love who, sixty years ago in Poland, inspired him to write a book. And
5
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although he doesn't know it yet, that book also survived: crossing oceans and
generations, and changing lives...
Aug 2012

Kosher Chinese by Michael Levy
An irreverent tale of an American Jew serving in the Peace Corps in rural China,
which reveals the absurdities, joys, and pathos of a traditional society in flux. In
September of 2005, the Peace Corps sent Michael Levy to teach English in the
heart of China's heartland. His hosts in the city of Guiyang found additional uses
for him: resident expert on Judaism, romantic adviser, and provincial basketball
star, to name a few. His account of overcoming vast cultural differences to
befriend his students and fellow teachers is by turns poignant and laugh-out-loud
funny.

Oct 2012

Garden of Beasts: Love, Terror and An American Family in Hitler's Berlin
by Erik Larsen
The time is 1933, the place, Berlin, when William E. Dodd becomes America’s
first ambassador to Hitler’s Nazi Germany in a year that proved to be a turning
point in history.
A mild-mannered professor from Chicago, Dodd brings along his wife, son, and
flamboyant daughter, Martha. At first Martha is entranced by the parties and
pomp, and the handsome young men of the Third Reich with their infectious
enthusiasm for restoring Germany to a position of world prominence. Enamored
of the “New Germany,” she has one affair after another, including with the
suprisingly honorable first chief of the Gestapo, Rudolf Diels. But as evidence of
Jewish persecution mounts, confirmed by chilling first-person testimony, her
father telegraphs his concerns to a largely indifferent State Department back
home. Dodd watches with alarm as Jews are attacked, the press is censored,
and drafts of frightening new laws begin to circulate. As that first year unfolds and
the shadows deepen, the Dodds experience days full of excitement, intrigue,
romance—and ultimately, horror, when a climactic spasm of violence and murder
reveals Hitler’s true character and ruthless ambition.

Nov 2012

The World Without You by Joshua Henkin
Henkin tells the story of the Frankel family gathering together one year after the
violent death of the youngest son and brother, Leo, a journalist on assignment in
Iraq. As we meet each of the family members--his parents, his 3 sisters and their
spouses as well as his widow and three year old son-- their stories serve as a
vehicle for conversation, study, and celebration not only of the book itself but also
of the values and issues within.

Dec 2012

The House of Moses All-Stars by Charley Rosen
Here is the story of an all-Jewish basketball team traveling in a hearse through
Depression-era America in search of redemption and big money. A hilarious road
novel, The House of Moses All-Stars is also a passionate portrayal of a young
Jewish man struggling to realize his dreams in a country struggling to recover its
ideals. Charley Rosen gives us basketball as a metaphor for life.
Aaron Steiner, the protagonist of The House of Moses All-Stars, is a man very
close to the edge. The former college basketball star has watched his dreams of
6
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being a successful player fall apart, his marriage disintegrate, and his baby die.
In desperation he accepts his friend’s offer to join a Jewish professional
basketball team—The House of Moses All-Stars—which is traveling on a crosscountry tour in a renovated hearse. Aaron’s teammates—a Communist, a Zionist,
a former bank robber, and a red-headed Irishman who passes for a Jew—are,
like Aaron, trying to escape their own troubled pasts. As the members of this
motley crew travel west to California through an anti-Semitic land that disdains
and rebuffs them, they discover a nation grappling with social and economic
collapse and fear of foreigners, in conflict with its own democratic ideals of
tolerance and opportunity. Told with a rueful eye, The House of Moses All-Stars
looks critically and lovingly at what it means to be an outsider in America.
Jan 2013

Sweet Like Sugar by Wayne Hoffman
With eloquence and wit, Wayne Hoffman explores the unlikely camaraderie
between a young Jewish man and an Orthodox rabbi, in this rich, insightful novel
about love, honesty, faith, and belonging.
In Yiddish, there is a word for it: bashert—the person you are fated to meet.
Twentysomething Benji Steiner views the concept with skepticism. But the elderly
rabbi who stumbles into Benji's office one day has no such doubts. Jacob
Zuckerman's late wife, Sophie, was his bashert. And now that she's gone, Rabbi
Zuckerman grapples with overwhelming grief and loneliness.
Touched by the rabbi's plight, Benji becomes his helper—driving him home after
work, sitting in his living room listening to stories. Their friendship baffles
everyone, especially Benji's sharp-tongued, modestly observant mother. But
Benji is rediscovering something he didn't know he'd lost. Yet the test of
friendship, and of both men's faith, lies in the difficult truths they come to share.
With each revelation, Benji learns what it means not just to be Jewish, but to
be fully human—imperfect, striving, and searching for the pieces of ourselves
that come only through another's acceptance.

Feb 2013

Day After Night by Anita Diamant
The bestselling author of "Good Harbor "and "The Last Days of Dogtown "returns
to the geography of "The Red Tent "and re-imagines a true event in the aftermath
of World War II in an intensely dramatic, profoundly sad new novel. In her most
moving and powerful novel ever, Anita Diamant portrays richly imagined female
characters in a haunting fictionalization of the post-Holocaust experience.

March 2013

The Gilded Chamber: A Novel of Queen Esther by Rebecca Kohn
For centuries her name has been a byword for feminine beauty, guile, and
wisdom. This sweeping, meticulously researched novel restores Esther to her
full, complex humanity while reanimating the glittering Persian empire in which
her story unfolded. Esther comes to that land as a terrified Jewish orphan
betrothed to her cousin, a well-connected courtier. She finds a world racked by
intrigue and unfathomable hatreds and realizes that the only way to survive is to
win the heart of its king. Passionate, suspenseful, and historically authentic, The
Gilded Chamber illuminates the dilemma of a woman torn between her heart
and her sense of duty, resulting in pure narrative enchantment.
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April 2013

The Zookeeper's Wife by Diane Ackerman
After their zoo was bombed, Polish zookeepers Jan and Antonina Zabinski
managed to save over three hundred people from the Nazis by hiding refugees in
the empty animal cages. With animal names for these "guests," and human
names for the animals, it's no wonder that the zoo's code name became "The
House Under a Crazy Star." Best-selling naturalist and acclaimed storyteller
Diane Ackerman combines extensive research and an exuberant writing style to
re-create this fascinating, true-life story—sharing Antonina's life as "the
zookeeper's wife," while examining the disturbing obsessions at the core of
Nazism.

June 2013

Stations West by Allison Amend
Oklahoma is a forgotten territory of Indians, outlaws, and immigrants when its
first Jewish settler, Boggy Haurowitz, arrives in 1859. Full of expectations, he
finds the untamed region a formidable foe, its landscape rugged, its resources
strained. In Stations West, four generations of Haurowitzes, intertwined with a
family of Swedish immigrants, struggle against the Territory’s insatiable appetite.
The challenges of creating a home amid betrayals, natures vagaries, and
burgeoning statehood prove too great. Each generation in turn succumbs to the
overwhelming lure of the transcontinental railroad, and each returns home to find
the landscape of their youth, like themselves, changed beyond recognition, their
family utterly transformed. Dramatic and lyrical, Allison Amends first novel,
steeped in the history and lore of the Oklahoma Territory, tells an unforgettable
multigenerational and very American story of Jewish pioneers, their adopted
family, and the challenges they face. Amid the founding of the West, Stations
Wests generations struggle to forge and maintain their identities as Jews, as
immigrants, and as Americans.

July 2013

Cry of the Giraffe by Judie Oron
One girl's harrowing trek from exile and slavery to hope in a new land -- all based
on a true story. In the early 1980s, thousands of Ethiopian Jews fled the civil
unrest, famine and religious persecution of their native land in the hopes of being
reunited in Yerusalem, their spiritual homeland, with its promises of a better life.
Wuditu and her family risk their lives to make this journey, which leads them to a
refugee camp in Sudan, where they are separated. Terrified, 15-year-old Wuditu
makes her way back to Ethiopia alone. "Don't give up, Wuditu! Be strong!" The
words of her little sister come to Wuditu in a dream and give her the courage to
keep going. Wuditu must find someone to give her food and shelter or she will
surely die. Finally Wuditu is offered a solution: working as a servant. However,
she quickly realizes that she has become a slave. With nowhere else to go, she
stays -- until the villagers discover that she is a falasha, a hated Jew. Only her
dream of one day being reunited with her family gives her strength -- until the
arrival of a stranger heralds hope and a new life in Israel. With her graceful long
neck, Wuditu is affectionately called "the giraffe." And like the giraffe who has no
voice, she must suffer in silence. Based on real events, Wuditu's story mirrors the
experiences of thousands of Ethiopian Jews.
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August 2013 Foreskin's Lament by Shalom Auslander
Shalom Auslander was raised with a terrified respect for God. Even as he grew
up and was estranged from his community, his religion and its traditions, he
could not find the path to a life where he didn’t struggle daily with the fear of
God’s formidable wrath. Foreskin’s Lament reveals Auslander’s “painfully,
cripplingly, incurably, miserably religious” youth in a strict, socially isolated
Orthodox Jewish community, and recounts his rebellion and efforts to make a
new life apart from it. His combination of unrelenting humor and anger renders a
rich and fascinating portrait of a man grappling with his faith and family.
Oct 2013

One More River by Mary Glickman
Bernard Levy was always a mystery to the community of Guilford, Mississippi. He
was even more of a mystery to his son, Mickey Moe, who was just four years old
when his father died in World War II. Now it’s 1962 and Mickey Moe is a grown
man, who must prove his pedigree to the disapproving parents of his girlfriend,
Laura Anne Needleman, to win her hand in marriage. With only a few decadesold leads to go on, Mickey Moe sets out to uncover his father’s murky past, from
his travels up and down the length of the Mississippi River to his heartrending
adventures during the Great Flood of 1927. Mickey Moe’s journey, taken at the
dawn of the civil rights era, leads him deep into the backwoods of Mississippi and
Tennessee, where he meets with danger and unexpected revelations at every
turn. As the greatest challenge of his life unfolds, he will finally discover the
gripping details of his father’s life—one filled with loyalty, tragedy, and heroism in
the face of great cruelty from man and nature alike. A captivating follow-up to
Mary Glickman’s bestselling Home in the Morning, One More River tells the epic
tale of ordinary men caught in the grip of calamity, and inspired to extraordinary
acts in the name of love.

Nov 2013

The Choosing by Andrea Myers
A young Lutheran girl grows up on Long Island, New York. She aspires to be a
doctor, and is on the fast track to marriage and the conventional happily-everafter. But, as the Yiddish saying goes, "Man plans, and God laughs." Meet
Andrea Myers, whose coming-of-age at Brandeis, conversion to Judaism, and
awakening sexual identity make for a rich and well-timed life in the rabbinate.

Jan 2014

The Good Girls Revolt: How the Women of Newsweek Sued their Bosses
and Changed the Workplace by Lynn Povich
On March 16, 1970, Newsweek magazine hit newsstands with a cover story on
the fledgling feminist movement entitled "Women in Revolt." That same day, 46
Newsweek women, Lynn Povich among them, announced they'd filed an EEOC
complaint charging their employer with "systematic discrimination" against them
in hiring and promotion.
In "The Good Girls Revolt," Povich evocatively tells the story of this dramatic
turning point through the lives of several participants, showing how personal
experiences and cultural shifts led a group of well-mannered, largely apolitical
women, raised in the 1940s and 1950s, to stand up for their rights--and what
happened after they did. For many, filing the suit was a radicalizing act that
empowered them to "find themselves" and stake a claim. Others lost their way in
9
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a landscape of opportunities, pressures, discouragements, and hostilities they
weren't prepared to navigate.
With warmth, humor, and perspective, the book also explores why changes in the
law did not change everything for today's young women.

Feb 2014

My Promised Land: The Triumph and Tragedy of Israel by Ari Shavit
Shavit's book is a thoughtful examination of Israel and Zionism spanning from
1897 to modern times. It celebrates the miracle of Israeli statehood and probes
deeply troubling aspects of its past present and future.

Mar 2014

Trains by Miriam Winter
Trains is the moving account of a hidden child, a lonely girl who survived the
Holocaust and escaped the Nazis in World War II Poland by living among
strangers and pretending to be a Catholic girl, and who continued to hide her
identity, heritage, and history in Communist Poland for two decades after the war
ended. Trains is also the inspiring story of a courageous woman finding, facing,
and telling the truth about her extraordinary life.

May 2014

The People of Forever are not Afraid by Shani Boianjiu
Yael, Avishag, and Lea grow up together in a tiny, dusty Israeli village, attending
a high school made up of caravan classrooms, passing notes to each other to
alleviate the universal boredom of teenage life. When they are conscripted into
the army, their lives change in unpredictable ways, influencing the women they
become and the friendship that they struggle to sustain. Yael trains marksmen
and flirts with boys. Avishag stands guard, watching refugees throw themselves
at barbed-wire fences. Lea, posted at a checkpoint, imagines the stories behind
the familiar faces that pass by her day after day. They gossip about boys and
whisper of an ever more violent world just beyond view. They drill, constantly, for
a moment that may never come. They live inside that single, intense second just
before danger erupts. In a relentlessly energetic and arresting voice marked by
humor and fierce intelligence, Shani Boianjiu, winner of the National Book
Foundation’s “5 Under 35,” creates an unforgettably intense world, capturing that
unique time in a young woman's life when a single moment can change
everything.

June 2014

Saving Ruth by Zoe Fishmen
When Ruth returns home to the South for the summer after her freshman year at
college, a near tragedy pushes her to uncover family truths and take a good look
at the woman she wants to become.
Growing up in Alabama, all Ruth Wasserman wanted was to be a blond Baptist
cheerleader. But as a curly-haired Jew with a rampant sweet tooth and a smart
mouth, this was an impossible dream. Not helping the situation was her older
brother, David—a soccer star whose good looks, smarts, and popularity reigned
at school and at home. College provided an escape route and Ruth took it.
Now home for the summer, she's back lifeguarding and coaching alongside
David, and although the job is the same, nothing else is. She's a prisoner of her
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low self-esteem and unhealthy relationship with food, David is closed off and
distant in a way he's never been before, and their parents are struggling with the
reality of an empty nest. When a near drowning happens on their watch, a storm
of repercussions forces Ruth and David to confront long-ignored truths about
their town, their family, and themselves.
July 2014

Sandy Koufax: A Lefty's Legacy by Jane Leavy
The instant New York Times bestseller about the baseball legend and famously
reclusive
Dodgers’
pitcher
Sandy
Koufax,
from
award-winning
former Washington Post sportswriter Jane Leavy.Sandy Koufax reveals, for the
first time, what drove the three-time Cy Young award winner to the pinnacle of
baseball and then—just as quickly—into self-imposed exile.

Aug 2014

The Ghost of Hannah Mendes by Naomi Ragen
When Catherine da Costa, a wealthy Manhattan matron, learns she has only a
short time to live, she realizes that her family tree will die unless she passes on
its legacy and traditions to her granddaughters. But Suzanne and Francesca,
beautiful young women caught up in trendy causes and ambitious careers, have
no interest in the past. Catherine almost despairs until one night she is visited by
the ghost of her family's ancestor, an indomitable Renaissance businesswoman
named Hannah Mendes.
The ghost of Hannah Mendes encourages Catherine to use every trick in the
book to coerce the granddaughters to journey across Europe and acquaint
themselves with their roots. While the sisters honor their grandmother's request
out of loyalty, they believe their quest is futile--until it starts to uncover ancient
pages from Hannah Mendes's fascinating memoir, and brings new loves into
their lives.

Oct 2014

Prague Winter by Madeline Albright
From former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright comes a moving and
thoughtful memoir of her formative years in Czechoslovakia during the tumult of
Nazi occupation, World War II, fascism, and the onset of the Cold War. An
intensely personal journey into the past that offers vital lessons for the
future, Prague Winter combines the intimacy of an autobiography with the
drama of an exciting and well-told story—all underpinned by the gravity and
intelligence of a serious work of history. The result is a highly readable and
incisive work filled with tragedy and triumph, a resonant narrative informed by
Albright’s remarkable life experience and her characteristic candor in speaking
hard truths.

Dec 2014

The Marrying of Chani Kaufman by Eve Harris
19 year-old Chani lives in the ultra-orthodox Jewish community of North West
London. She has never had physical contact with a man, but is bound to marry a
stranger. The rabbi's wife teaches her what it means to be a Jewish wife, but
Rivka has her own questions to answer. Soon buried secrets, fear and sexual
desire bubble to the surface in a story of liberation and choice; not to mention
what happens on the wedding night -
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Jan 2015

Lady at the O.K. Corral: The True Story of Josephine Marcus Earp by Ann
Kirschner
For nearly fifty years she was the common-law wife of Wyatt Earp, yet Josephine
Sarah Marcus Earp has nearly been erased from Western lore. Kirschner brings
Josephine out of the shadows of history to tell her tale: a spirited and colorful tale
of ambition, adventure, self-invention, and devotion; from the post-Civil War
years to World War II and from New York to the Arizona Territory to old
Hollywood. How did this aspiring actress and dancer—a Jewish girl from New
York—land in Tombstone, Arizona, and steal the heart of Wyatt Earp?

Feb 2015

The Family-A Journey into the Heart of the Twentieth Century by David
Laskin
The author of the The Children’s Blizzard delivers an epic work of twentieth
century history through the riveting story of one extraordinary Jewish family. In
tracing the roots of this family—his own family—Laskin captures the epic sweep
of the twentieth century. A modern-day scribe, Laskin honors the traditions, the
lives, and the choices of his ancestors: revolutionaries and entrepreneurs,
scholars and farmers, tycoons and truck drivers. The Family is a deeply personal,
dramatic, and emotional account of people caught in a cataclysmic time in world
history. A century and a half ago, a Torah scribe and his wife raised six children
in a yeshivatown at the western fringe of the Russian empire. Bound by their
customs and ancient faith, the pious couple expected their sons and daughter to
carry family traditions into future generations. But the social and political crises of
our time decreed otherwise.

April 2015

The Lady in Gold: The Extraordinary Tale of Gustav Klimt's Masterpiece
Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer by Anne-Marie O'Connor
The spellbinding story, part fairy tale, part suspense, of Gustav Klimt’s Portrait of
Adele Bloch-Bauer, one of the most emblematic portraits of its time; of the
beautiful seductive Viennese Jewish salon hostess who sat for it; the notorious
artist who painted it; the now vanished turn-of-the-century Vienna that shaped it;
and the strange twisted fate that befell it.

June 2015

Being Esther by Miriam Karmel
A wonderful fiction debut, Being Esther gives voice to Esther Lustig, an
extraordinary woman who has lived a conventional life, in this touching
exploration of aging. In spare, unsentimental prose, Miriam Karmel provides
readers with one of literature’s finest portraits of the last months of a woman’s
life. Sad and amusing, unpretentious and ambitious, Karmel’s prose brings
understanding and tremendous empathy to the character of Esther Lustig, a
woman who readers will recognize and embrace. Born to parents who fled the
shtetl, Esther Lustig has led a seemingly conventional life — marriage, two
children, a life in suburban Chicago. Now, at the age of 85, her husband is
deceased, her children have families of their own, and most of her friends are
gone. Even in this diminished condition, life has its moments of richness, as well
as its memorable characters. Being Esther reflects the need, as Esther puts it, for
better roadmaps for growing old.

July 2015

Operation Paperclip: Secret Intelligence Program that Brought Nazi
Scientists to America by Annie Jacobson
As comprehensive as it is critical, this latest exposé from Jacobsen (Area 51) is
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perhaps her most important work to date. Though Americans are quick to
remember the United States’ heroic feats in WWII, they tend to be more amnesic
(or allergic) toward some of our nation’s shadier activities in the effort—one of
which seems to have been forgotten altogether. For just as some Nazis awaited
trial at Nuremburg, others—namely prominent, potentially useful scientists—were
secretly smuggled into the country by the U.S. government to help prepare for an
ostensibly impending “total war” with the Soviets. In fact, even an appearance at
Nuremburg didn’t rule out a trip to the States. Needless to say, what to do with
potentially useful war criminals posed an unusual predicament. If such a claim
sounds dubious, Jacobsen persuasively shows that it in fact happened and aptly
frames the dilemma in terms of “Who would be hired, and who would be
hanged?” Rife with hypocrisy, lies, and deceit, Jacobsen’s story explores a
conveniently overlooked bit of history the significance of which continues to
resonate in the national security issues of today
Sept 2015

The Boston Girl by Anita Diamant
Bestseller Diamant (The Red Tent) tells a gripping story of a young Jewish
woman growing up in early-20th-century Boston. Addie Baum, an octogenarian
grandmother in 1985, relates long-ago history to a beloved granddaughter,
answering the question: “How did I get to be the woman I am today?” The
answer: by living a fascinating life. First reminiscing about 1915 and the reading
club she became a part of as a teenager, Addie, in a conversational tone,
recounts the lifelong friendships that began at club meetings and days by the
seaside at nearby Rockport. She tells movingly of the fatal effects of the flu, a
relative’s suicide, the touchy subject of abortion and its aftermath, and even her
own disastrous first date, which nearly ended in rape. Ahead of her time, Addie
also becomes a career woman, working as a newspaper typist who stands up for
her beliefs at all costs. This is a stunning look into the past with a plucky heroine
readers will cheer for.

Oct 2015

The Fantastic Laboratory of Dr. Weigl - How two Brave Scientists Battled
Typus and Sabotaged the Nazis by Arthur Allen
Describes the true story of how the eccentric Polish scientist tasked by the Nazis
to create a typhus vaccine hid the intelligentsia from the Gestapo by hiring them
to work in his laboratory. In the 1920s, Weigl had created the first typhus vaccine
using a method as bold as it was dangerous for its use of living human subjects.
The astonishing success of Weigl’s techniques attracted the attention and
admiration of the world—giving him cover during the Nazi’s violent occupation of
Lviv. His lab soon flourished as a hotbed of resistance. Weigl hired otherwise
doomed mathematicians, writers, doctors, and other thinkers, protecting them
from atrocity. The team engaged in a sabotage campaign by sending illegal
doses of the vaccine into the Polish ghettos while shipping gallons of the
weakened serum to the Wehrmacht.Among the scientists saved by Weigl, who
was a Christian, was a gifted Jewish immunologist named Ludwik Fleck.
Condemned to Buchenwald and pressured to re-create the typhus vaccine under
the direction of a sadistic Nazi doctor, Erwin Ding-Schuler, Fleck had to make an
awful choice between his scientific ideals or the truth of his conscience. In risking
his life to carry out a dramatic subterfuge to vaccinate the camp’s most
endangered prisoners, Fleck performed an act of great heroism.Drawing on
extensive research and interviews with survivors, Arthur Allen tells the harrowing
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story of two brave scientists—a Christian and a Jew— who put their expertise to
the best possible use, at the highest personal danger.
Nov 2015

Outwitting History by Aaron Lansky
In 1980, a twenty-three-year-old student named Aaron Lansky set out to rescue
the world’s abandoned Yiddish books before it was too late. Twenty-five years
and one and a half million books later, he’s still in the midst of a great adventure.
Filled with poignant and often laugh-out-loud tales from Lansky’s travels across
the country as he collected books from older Jewish immigrants—books their
own children had no use for—Outwitting History also explores brilliant Yiddish
writers and enables us to see how an almost-lost culture is the bridge between
the Old World and the future.

Jan 2016

Tevye The Dairyman and The Railroad Stories by Shalom Aleichem
Of all the characters in modern Jewish fiction, the most beloved is Tevye, the
compassionate, irrepressible, Bible-quoting dairyman from Anatevka, who has
been immortalized in the writings of Sholem Aleichem and in acclaimed and
award-winning theatrical and film adaptations.
And no Yiddish writer was more beloved than Tevye’s creator, Sholem
Rabinovich (1859–1916), the “Jewish Mark Twain,” who wrote under the pen
name of Sholem Aleichem. Beautifully translated by Hillel Halkin, here is Sholem
Aleichem’s heartwarming and poignant account of Tevye and his daughters,
together with the “Railroad Stories,” twenty-one tales that examine human nature
and modernity as they are perceived by men and women riding the trains from
shtetl to shtetl.

Feb 2016

A Tale of Love and Darkness by Amos Oz
A family saga and a magical self-portrait of a writer who witnessed the birth of a
nation and lived through its turbulent history. A Tale of Love and Darkness is the
story of a boy who grows up in war-torn Jerusalem, in a small apartment crowded
with books in twelve languages and relatives speaking nearly as many. The story
of an adolescent whose life has been changed forever by his mother’s suicide.
The story of a man who leaves the constraints of his family and community to join
a kibbutz, change his name, marry, have children. The story of a writer who
becomes an active participant in the political life of his nation.

Mar 2016

All Who Go Do Not Return by Shulem Deen
Shulem Deen was raised to believe that questions are dangerous. As a member
of the Skverers, one of the most insular Hasidic sects in the US, he knows little
about the outside world—only that it is to be shunned. His marriage at eighteen is
arranged and several children soon follow. Deen's first transgression—turning on
the radio—is small, but his curiosity leads him to the library, and later the
Internet. Soon he begins a feverish inquiry into the tenets of his religious beliefs,
until, several years later, his faith unravels entirely. Now a heretic, he fears being
discovered and ostracized from the only world he knows. His relationship with his
family at stake, he is forced into a life of deception, and begins a long struggle to
hold on to those he loves most: his five children. In All Who Go Do Not Return,
Deen bravely traces his harrowing loss of faith, while offering an illuminating look
at a highly secretive world.
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May 2016

Merchant of Venice by William Shakespeare
The Merchant of Venice is a play by William Shakespeare in which a merchant in
16th-century Venice must default on a large loan provided by an abused Jewish
moneylender. It is believed to have been written between 1596 and 1598.
Though classified as a comedy in the First Folio and sharing certain aspects with
Shakespeare's other romantic comedies, the play is perhaps most remembered
for its dramatic scenes, and is best known for Shylock and the famous "Hath not
a Jew eyes?" speech. Also notable is Portia's speech about "the quality of
mercy".

July 2016

Songs for the Butcher’s Daughter by Peter Manseau
Itsik Malpesh is a poet and a dreamer who writes endlessly about his true love,
Sasha, whom he has yet to meet. When Itsik's poems get him into trouble in
czarist Russia, he begins an odyssey -- with a picture of his beloved Sasha in his
coat. Her image stays with him as he labors at a small print shop in Odessa and
through a long, hazardous passage to America. And it keeps him company until
he settles in New York's garment district. In fact, Sasha stays with Itsik until the
eve of his first public appearance as a poet, when she appears in person, as if by
magic. But their happiness together is short-lived -- Sasha leaves him before the
birth of their first child.
Years later, a young man in Boston who toils at preserving Yiddish books
responds to an urgent call from New York, where he meets the elderly Malpesh,
in need of a translator for his life story. In weaving together Itsik's tale of colorful
characters, the two stumble upon an unlikely connection neither could have
foreseen. A tale of love -- of homeland, a new country, a girl, and a culture -Songs for the Butcher's Daughter is a novel about the way history is captured for
the ages through the lives and words of seemingly "average" men.

Aug 2016

The English Disease by Joseph Skibell
THE ENGLISH DISEASE is a remarkable feat, a story that mixes the Marx
brothers and Maimonides, pornographic yoga with Polish paranoia, and the
brutality of kindergarten with the beauty of the Kiddush. It's the tale of Charles
Belski, an expert in the works of Gustav Mahler, who, like Mahler himself, is
talented and neurotic, and a nonpracticing Jew.Belski suffers guilt over his own
contribution to the decline of the Jewish religion, especially since he married a
gentile and now has a gentile daughter. As if he can't conjure up enough angst
on his own, his great-grandfather appears before him in a dream to admonish
him for neglecting the obligations of his faith.For Belski, the dilemma is how an
assimilated intellectual can connect with an ancient and irrational (to him) religion
without losing his sense of self. Is he the self-hating Jew that his obstreperous
colleague pegs him for? Can his wife and daughter bully him into opening up his
heart and letting in a little joy? Belski tries to come to grips with the
meaninglessness of modern life, the demands of tradition, the nature of love and
fidelity, and the true significance of the lyrics to Goodnight Irene.Joseph Skibell
has written a novel that is sad, funny, daring, and ultimately redemptive.
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Sept 2016

The Mapmaker’s Daughter by Laurel Corona
In 1492 Spain, King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella issue an order expelling all
Jews who refuse to convert to Christianity. In Valencia, Amalia Cresques,
daughter of a Jewish mapmaker whose services were so valuable that his faith
had been ignored, can no longer evade the throne. She must leave her beloved
atlas, her house, her country, forever. As Amalia remembers her past, living as a
converso, hiding her faith, she must decide whether to risk the wrath of the
Inquisition or relinquish what's left of her true life.

Members have varied over the years and include the following:
Nancy Brown (Organizer)
Miriam Siegfried
Dave Mandelbaum
Margaret Wheeler (not a TBS member)
Krista Ball (not a TBS member)
Sandi Richmond
Arnie Richmond
Debbie Leasure
David Lansky (nota TBS member)
Hilda Glazer
David Stein
Robin Fremer
Laurel Zullinger
Caryn Bloomberg (not a TBS member)
Beverlee Jobrack
Marcio Faerman
Connie Cantor
Susan Blough
A few members made cameo appearances:
Maddy Weisz
Miriam Shoap
Marcie Golden
Amy Blumenthal
Sergei Lobanov-Rostovsky
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